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Outline

• Effective models for Yang-Mills theory

•Algebraic and geometric Schwinger-Dyson equations

• Inverse Monte Carlo

•Results for SU(3) Yang-Mills theory

SU(2) case: Gonzalez-Arroyo and Okawa PRD (1987), Deckert, Wansleben, Zabolitzky PRD (1987)
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Center Symmetry and Deconfinement 

• Deconfinement trans for YM second-order for SU(2) and first-order for SU(3) in (3+1)

• Wilson line is the order parameter P(x) = tr (𝒯eig ∫β
0 dτA0(τ,x))

• Non-periodic gauge transformations: U0(τ + β, x) = zU(τ, x), z ∈ Z3

• YM action invariant while P → zP

• VEV of  zero in confined phase, nonzero in deconfined phase  P

• LG free-energy  by integrating out other degrees of freedomF[P]

• ( ) YM at  described by spin-model in  dimensions d + 1 T ≠ 0 d
Svetitsky and Yaffe, Nucl. Phys. B (1982)
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Effective Action

𝒫(r)( ⃗x ) ≡
Nτ

∏
τ=1

U(r)
0 (τ, ⃗x ), r ≡ (p, q) χr(𝒫) ≡ tr𝒫r

χ(1,0)(𝒫) = P, χ(0,1)(𝒫) = P*

χ(p,q) → zχ(p,q), z ∈ Z3

• Building blocks of action traces of Polyakov loop in a rep. r (characters)

• Characters of higher-dim. reps only depend on characters of fundamental and antifundamental rests

• Effective action should be invariant under a center transformation 

• From strong-coupling expansions, we know that to leading order we should have NN couplings
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Effective Action

S(NN)
eff [χ] = ∑

<x,y>
∑

p,q,p′ ,q′ 

δp+p′ ,q+q′ +3ñ λp,q,p′ ,q′ 
χpq(𝒫x) χp′ q′ 

(𝒫y)

• General form of action consistent with center symmetry (NN only) 

• “Local” terms included when (p,q)=(0,0)

• Couplings  unknown!λi

• Should have -dependance and should decrease as dim. of reps labeling it increase β

Seff = ∑
i

λiSi Where to truncate?
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Effective Action

• From strong coupling, we know what terms enter at a given order O(βkNτ)

• Rewrite the effective action in a different basis (polymer) 

Seff[χ] = ∑
r

∑
{ℛi}

∑
{li}

cl1…lr
ℛ1…ℛr

r

∏
i=1

Sℛi,li
Sℛ,l ≡ χℛ(𝒫x)χ*ℛ(𝒫y) + c . c .

# links reps links li ≡ < xi, yi >

• Conditions on summation:  r ≤ k, ∑
i

(pi + qi) < k

• Lowest order  gives familiar generalized Potts model O(βNτ)

S(0)
eff = κ1 ∑

<x,y>
(𝒫x𝒫*y + c . c . )
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Schwinger-Dyson Equations

• Need to relate effective actions to full Yang-Mills theory (no fermions)

0 = <
δSeff(λ)

δϕ
>eff = <

δSeff(λ)
δϕ

>YM

produce configs. with Y-M action

• Need to relate couplings in effective action to full Yang-Mills theory (no fermions)

relationship holds for full effective theory 

• Schwinger-Dyson equations: equations of motion satisfied by correlation function
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Algebraic SDEs

𝒫(ϕ1, ϕ2) = diag(eiϕ1, eiϕ2, e−i(ϕ1+ϕ2))

∫ dUred f(U) = ∫ dϕ1dϕ2 det (
∂χp

∂ϕj ) f(U)

f(U) = f(VUV−1), V ∈ SU(3)

J(P, P*) ≡ det (
∂χp

∂ϕj )dUred = J1/2dPdP*

∫Ω
dPdP*∂P f = 0

• If a class function  vanishes on the boundary of fundamental region f ∂Ω

“integration by parts”

• Parametrize Polyakov loop using angular variables ( ) det 𝒫 = 1

• In our effective theory we consider class functions which are constant on each class 

• Class functions constant on each class (integrate over redundant d.o.f.) 

Choice:  J3/2 ∂h
∂P*x

e−Seff
Boltzmann weight!
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Algebraic SDEs

• Functions  need to be center-symmetric!h

• Attach site labels  which range over the entire latticex, z

h(P, P*) = h(zP, z*P*)

0 = ∫ dUred ( 3
2

∂Jz

∂Pz

∂h
∂P*x

e−Seff + J
∂

∂Pz ( ∂h
∂P*x

e−Seff))
• Derivative of effective action brings down terms linear in λi

0 = <
3
2

∂Jz

∂Pz

∂h
∂P*x

+ Jz
∂2

∂P*x ∂Pz
> − ∑

i

λi < J
∂h

∂P*x

∂Si

∂Pz
>

expectation value wrt  
YM action

• Choose  from among the terms h Si
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Geometric SDEs

• Alternate formulation which gives set of equations involving λi

∫ dU La f(U) = 0• Start from invariance of the Haar measure: La f(U) ≡
d
dt

f(etTaU) |t=0

• Want  to be a class function: , where  is a class function La f f = g La χr g

• Can now integrate over reduced Haar measure! 

• Can express left Lie derivatives in terms of EV of quadratic Casimir op. and CG coefficients 

LaLaχr = − cpχr La χrLaχr′ 
=

1
2

(cr + cr′ 
)χr χr′ 

− ∑
ρ

Cρ
r,r′ 

cρ χρ

Uhlmann, Mienel, Wipf, JPhysA 40 (2007)
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Geometric SDEs

• Again, appropriate choice for class function: g =
∂Si

∂Px
e−Seff

• Convert into separate set of coupled equation

• How do we solve these equations? 

u1,3e2

256
~p2 (53)

H0 = �
X

hx,yi,�

(ĉ†x,� ĉy,�+ĉ†y,� ĉx,�) (54)

f(k) =
X

i=3

ei
~k·~�i (55)

E(k) = ±|f(k)| (56)

E( ~K + ~k) = vF |~k|+O
�
(q/K)2

�
(57)

HK,K0(~k) = ~vF~� · ~k (58)

ĉx," ! âx, ĉx,# ! ±b̂†x (59)

Hint =
1

2

X

x,y

q̂xVx,y q̂y (60)

q̂x ! â†xâx � b̂†xb̂x (61)

G(⌧) =

Z
1

0
K(⌧,!)⇢(!) (62)

K(⌧,!) =
cosh [!(⌧ � �/2)]

cosh(!�/2)
(63)

0 = h�16

3
Pz

@Si

@Px

+
�
rP ⇤

z � 4/3P 2
z

� @2Si

@Px@Pz

+
�
6� 2/3|Pz|2

� @2Si

@Px@P ⇤
z

i (64)

�
X

j

�jh
�
4P ⇤

z � 4/3P 2
z

� @Si

@Px

@Sj

@Pz

+
�
6� 2/3|Pz|2

� @Si

@Px

@Sj

@P ⇤
z

i (65)
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IMC

• Convert into a matrix equation: Mx,z
⃗λ = ⃗b

• Have the freedom to choose sites s.t. d ≡ |x − z | ∈ {0,1,…, Ns/2}

• Couplings  real while matrix  and vector  can be complexλi M bi

• Generate  configurations using heat bath for YMNconf {U(i)
μ (x); i = 0,1,…Nconf}

• Convert links to Polyakov loops  to get an ensemble for the effective action{P(i)
x , P(i)*

x }

• Compute correlation functions and use least-squares to solve matrix equation ∀d

• Once we determine couplings, can compute observables with truncated action
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Having thus gained confidence in the validity of our
IMC approach and its implementation we can move on to
apply it to our objective, namely, to determine effective
actions reproducing Yang-Mills thermodynamics, in par-
ticular, the deconfinement phase transition. The first ques-
tion we want to consider is whether the effective couplings
!i viewed as functions of the Wilson coupling " are
sensitive to the phase transition.

The answer turns out to be affirmative: Fig. 1 clearly
shows a rather drastic change in the behavior of the cou-
plings at a value of "! ’ 5:69 for all !i, i ! 1; . . . ; 5.
Across the transition, i.e. in both phases the dominant
coupling is the ‘‘fundamental’’ one, !1, followed by the
octet couplings !3 and !5. The latter is actually a ‘‘poten-
tial’’ coupling in the sense of [24] as it multiplies the center
symmetric single-site octet character #11 (see
Appendix A). The couplings !2 and !4 are clearly
subdominant.

The natural observable to address is, of course, the
Polyakov loop which serves as the order parameter of the
first-order SU"3# phase transition. In Fig. 2 we compare the
effective and Yang-Mills Polyakov loops for a relatively
small lattice of size 83 $ 3 where the would-be disconti-

nuities (in infinite volume) of the transition are still fairly
smooth. Somewhat surprisingly it is only the algebraic
SDEs which reproduce the behavior of the Yang-Mills
Polyakov loop reasonably well. The geometrical SDEs,
on the other hand, fail to do so, at least in the region just
above the transition point. This is a first hint that there is
some inherent instability in the IMC procedure—in par-
ticular if the geometrical SDEs are used.

If we move on to larger lattices where the jump of the
order parameter at the critical coupling becomes more
pronounced one finds the behavior displayed in Fig. 3.
Again, the algebraic SDEs work satisfactorily unlike the
geometric ones for which, in particular, the sudden rise of
the order parameter appears at a larger value of ", namely

FIG. 1 (color online). Behavior of the couplings !1; . . . ;!5

(appearing in the NN !-action) as a function of the Wilson
coupling ". (IMC based on algebraic SDEs with Nt ! 4.)

FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison between Yang-Mills and
effective Polyakov loops for a lattice of size 83 $ 3 and five
NN couplings !1; . . . ;!5.

FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison between Yang-Mills and
effective Polyakov loops for a lattice of size 163 $ 4 and five
NN couplings !1; . . .!5.

TABLE I. IMC consistency check for the NN !-action includ-
ing five couplings !1; . . . ;!5.

Algebraic Geometrical
i !i;input !i;IMC !i;input !i;IMC

1 %0:0100 %0:0101"1# %0:0100 %0:0101"1#
2 0.0060 0.0059(1) 0.0060 0.0060(1)
3 %0:0050 %0:0051"1# %0:0050 %0:0051"1#
4 0.0080 0.0079(1) 0.0080 0.0080(1)
5 %0:0060 %0:0059"4# %0:0060 %0:0060"2#
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83 × 3

163 × 4

NN couplings vs β

Alg vs Geometric SDE!
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Results (NN+NNN)

!geo ’ 6:5. This is substantially larger than the critical
coupling, !c ’ 5:7. Our explanation for this behavior is
the fact that, due to the first-order nature of the transition,
there are rather sharp phase boundaries in the space of
coupling constants, "i. Hence, a tiny change in the cou-
plings (presumably well within the IMC error bars) may
easily have a large effect: by straying into the ‘‘wrong’’
phase the Polyakov loop will suddenly explode or collapse.
This nonlinear effect is rather difficult to evade considering
the unavoidable (if small) instabilities of the IMC proce-
dure. As a result, as we inevitably increase these inaccur-
acies by adding more coupling we expect this fine-tuning
problem to become enhanced even further. The following
subsection will precisely address this topic.

B. NN and NNN couplings

There are (at least) two possibilities to generalize the NN
"-action of the previous subsection. One may either extend
the NN terms to higher group representations or include
interactions of larger range, say NNN.

The new NN terms we will add are of strong-coupling
order !3Nt , the additional NNN terms of order !2Nt . As we
are working at large ! one cannot predict which ones are
going to be more important. Rather, this will be one of the
questions to be considered in what follows.

As before we have first tested the consistency of our
SDEs. Table II shows once again that even for a total of the
order of 10 couplings the method works well: IMC output
reproduces input for the effective theory. The empty input
entries in Table II correspond to vanishing couplings. For a
few sample couplings we have checked that vanishing
input correctly entails vanishing output as well.

To determine the behavior of the effective couplings "i,
i ! 1; . . . ; 16, as a function of the Wilson coupling ! we
have used a set of 4" 106 configurations per ! on a 163 "
4-lattice. This amounts to 5" 104 (103) uncorrelated con-
figurations far away from (close to) the phase transition.
The IMC results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 displaying the
effective couplings as functions of !. Again we note that
the fundamental and octet potential couplings ("1 and "5)
dominate in size. More important from a principal point of
view, however, is the observation that the behavior of
coupling constants is very sensitive to the choice of opera-
tors. Let us compare, for instance, the coupling "3 in the
two Figs. 4 and 5. For the extended NN ansatz (Fig. 4) it is

TABLE II. IMC consistency check for the extended NN and
NNN "-actions including up to 11 couplings "i. (IMC based on
algebraic SDEs.)

Extended NN NN# NNN
i "i;input "i;IMC "i;input "i;IMC

1 $0:0050 $0:0050%1& $0:0400 $0:0400%1&
2 0.0100 0.0100(1) 0.0100 0.0099(1)
3 $0:0150 $0:0151%2& $0:0200 $0:0201%1&
4 0.0070 0.0070(1) 0.0300 0.0300(1)
5 $0:0080 $0:0080%5& 0.0050 0.0052(3)
6 0.0090 0.0091(1)
7 0.0030 0.0030(1)
8 $0:0030 $0:0030%1&
9 0.0080 0.0081(1)
10 $0:0060 $0:0058%1&
11 0.0020 0.0020(2)
12 $0:0020 $0:0021%1&
13 0.0060 0.0060(1)
14 $0:0030 $0:0030%1&
15 0.0040 0.0039(1)
16 $0:0070 $0:0070%1&

FIG. 5 (color online). Behavior of the couplings "1; . . . ;"5,
"12; . . . ;"16 (appearing in the NN# NNN "-action) as a func-
tion of the Wilson coupling !. (IMC based on algebraic SDEs.)

FIG. 4 (color online). Behavior of the couplings "1; . . . ;"11

(appearing in the extended NN "-action) as a function of the
Wilson coupling !. (IMC based on algebraic SDEs.)
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NN+NNN couplings vs β

comparable in magnitude with !1 and !5 and behaves
similarly as for the simple NN ansatz of Fig. 1. However,
as soon as we include NNN operators its magnitude drops
by 100% and its behavior changes drastically (Fig. 5). The
latter is also true quite significantly for the octet coupling
!5. This clearly signals an instability of the IMC methods,
at least as far as the determination of the couplings is
concerned.

Nevertheless, it might still be possible that largely differ-
ent sets of couplings lead to more or less identical behavior
of observables. Comparing the behavior of the Polyakov
loop in the effective and Yang-Mills theories rules out this
possibility. As Fig. 6 shows the Polyakov loop when calcu-
lated in the effective models is extremely sensitive to the
choice of operators and the value of " around "c. For both
choices of SDEs the effective order parameter significantly
overshoots the Yang-Mills one in a small "-range near "c
(see the spikes in Fig. 6). This means that in the space of
effective couplings the phase boundary to the deconfined
phase have slightly (and for a short range of" values) been
crossed albeit with drastic effect due to the discontinuous
behavior of the Polyakov loop. We conclude that the fine-
tuning problem encountered in the previous subsection
indeed becomes more severe if we include more operators
(and hence increase the instabilities of the IMC procedure).
For the given number of effective couplings (of order ten)
we have not been able to get this problem under control.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have applied the IMC method to study
the finite-temperature phase transition of SU!3" Yang-
Mills theory. Crucial input were novel Schwinger-Dyson
equations based on algebraic and geometrical properties of

the SU!3"Haar measure. The resulting equations constitute
overdetermined linear systems for the effective couplings
!i which were solved numerically via least-square tech-
niques. The method works well if the number of couplings
is sufficiently small, say of the order of 5. However, already
in this case one notes a fine-tuning problem as the behavior
of the Polyakov loop depends in a very sensitive and non-
linear way on the effective couplings.

This fact must be rooted in the discontinuities associated
with the first-order character of the phase transition. There
are at least three reasons in favor of this. First, the huge
sensitivity is absent in SU!2" [28] where the transition is of
second order, hence continuous. As a result IMC works
extremely well even if we include a total of 14 operators
[27]. Second, the problem becomes more pronounced if we
go to larger volumes whereupon the transition becomes
increasingly sharper. Third, the sensitivity grows with the
number of effective couplings included and hence with the
error bars in the IMC procedure.

Indeed, if we increase the number of effective couplings
and thus, inevitably, the instabilities in their IMC determi-
nation, the fine-tuning problem again becomes more severe
as observed in Fig. 6. This holds to such an extent that we
could no longer gain numerical control and hence could no
longer reproduce the Yang-Mills behavior of the Polyakov
loop in the vicinity of the critical Wilson coupling, " #
"c. We believe that an improvement on this situation will
require nontrivial modifications of the IMC procedure like
e.g. smoothening of the loop in order to avoid the unphys-
ical spikes of Fig. 6. In addition, it would be interesting to
check whether Creutz’s microcanonical demon method
[15] mentioned in the introduction yields better results.

We conclude, nevertheless, with the positive statement
that the IMC method does work for the first-order SU!3"
transition as well if we allow for only a small number of
terms in the effective Polyakov-loop actions.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATORS FOR THE !-ACTIONS

In this paper we have used up to 16 different operators
appearing in the !-action (7):

 S1 #
X

hxyi
!#10!P x"#01!P y" $ c:c:"; (A1)

 S2 #
X

hxyi
!#20!P x"#02!P y" $ c:c:"; (A2)

FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison between Yang-Mills and
effective Polyakov loops for the extended NN action (couplings
!1; . . . ;!11) and the NN$ NNN action (couplings !1; . . . ;!5,
!12; . . . ;!16) obtained from algebraic SDEs.
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fine-tuning problem! 
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Conclusion

• IMC performed for SU(2) and SU(3) pure gauge theory

• Including fermions? 

• Fine-tuning 

•Characterizing systematic error in λi
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NN-terms in  basis (Backup)λ

 S3 !
X

hxyi
!11"P x#!11"P y#; (A3)

 S4 !
X

hxyi
"!10"P x#!20"P y# $ !20"P x#!10"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A4)

 S5 !
X
x

!11"P x#; (A5)

 S6 !
X

hxyi
"!30"P x#!03"P y# $ c:c:#; (A6)

 S7 !
X

hxyi
"!21"P x#!12"P y# $ c:c:#; (A7)

 S8 !
X

hxyi
"!30"P x#!11"P y# $ !11"P x#!30"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A8)

 S9 !
X

hxyi
"!21"P x#!20"P y# $ !20"P x#!21"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A9)

 S10 !
X

hxyi
"!21"P x#!01"P y# $ !01"P x#!21"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A10)

 S11 !
X
x

"!30"P x# $ c:c:#; (A11)

 S12 !
X

%xz&
"!10"P x#!01"P z# $ c:c:#; (A12)

 S13 !
X

hxyzi
"!10"P x#!01"P z# $ c:c:#!11"P y#; (A13)

 S14 !
X

hxyzi
"!10"P x#!02"P y#!10"P z# $ c:c:#; (A14)

 S15 !
X

hxyzi
"!10"P x#!10"P y#!10"P z# $ c:c:#; (A15)

 

S16 !
X

"xy;vw#
"!10"P x#!01"P y# $ c:c:#

' "!10"P v#!01"P w# $ c:c:#: (A16)

The NN and NNN relationships are denoted in terms of
brackets the meaning of which is explained in Fig. 7.
Hence, the operators S1 to S11 obviously describe (ex-
tended) NN interactions, while S12 to S16 are NNN terms.
In a strong-coupling (small-") expansion the terms
S1; . . . ; S5 and S12; . . . ; S16 would be of O""2Nt#, the terms
S6; . . . ; S11 of O""3Nt# [31].

APPENDIX B: OPERATORS FOR THE !-ACTIONS

If we extend the strong-coupling NN contributions to
O""3Nt# the effective action becomes a series of nine
terms,

 Seff !
X9

a!1

#aIa; (B1)

which is referred to as the extended NN-action (as is its
$-equivalent, see Appendix C below).

If we allow for NNN interactions (which, however, do
not extend beyond single plaquettes) up to order O""2Nt#
we end up with the effective action

 Seff !
X

a2f1;2;3;4;10;11g
#aIa: (B2)

This (and its $-equivalent, see Appendix C below) is
referred to as the NN$ NNN action.

The resulting operators are given by

 I1 !
X

hxyi
"!10"P x#!01"P y# $ c:c:#; (B3)

 I2 !
X

hxyi
"!20"P x#!02"P y# $ c:c:#; (B4)

 I3 !
X

hxyi
!11"P x#!11"P y#; (B5)

 I4 !
X

hxyi
"!10"P x#!01"P y# $ c:c:#2; (B6)

 I5 !
X

hxyi
"!30"P x#!03"P y# $ c:c:#; (B7)

FIG. 7. The neighboring relationships of the marked sites
correspond to the bracket notations %xv&, %yw&, hxyvi, hyvwi,
hvwxi, hwxyi, "xy;vw#, and "xw; yv#.
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comparable in magnitude with !1 and !5 and behaves
similarly as for the simple NN ansatz of Fig. 1. However,
as soon as we include NNN operators its magnitude drops
by 100% and its behavior changes drastically (Fig. 5). The
latter is also true quite significantly for the octet coupling
!5. This clearly signals an instability of the IMC methods,
at least as far as the determination of the couplings is
concerned.

Nevertheless, it might still be possible that largely differ-
ent sets of couplings lead to more or less identical behavior
of observables. Comparing the behavior of the Polyakov
loop in the effective and Yang-Mills theories rules out this
possibility. As Fig. 6 shows the Polyakov loop when calcu-
lated in the effective models is extremely sensitive to the
choice of operators and the value of " around "c. For both
choices of SDEs the effective order parameter significantly
overshoots the Yang-Mills one in a small "-range near "c
(see the spikes in Fig. 6). This means that in the space of
effective couplings the phase boundary to the deconfined
phase have slightly (and for a short range of" values) been
crossed albeit with drastic effect due to the discontinuous
behavior of the Polyakov loop. We conclude that the fine-
tuning problem encountered in the previous subsection
indeed becomes more severe if we include more operators
(and hence increase the instabilities of the IMC procedure).
For the given number of effective couplings (of order ten)
we have not been able to get this problem under control.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have applied the IMC method to study
the finite-temperature phase transition of SU!3" Yang-
Mills theory. Crucial input were novel Schwinger-Dyson
equations based on algebraic and geometrical properties of

the SU!3"Haar measure. The resulting equations constitute
overdetermined linear systems for the effective couplings
!i which were solved numerically via least-square tech-
niques. The method works well if the number of couplings
is sufficiently small, say of the order of 5. However, already
in this case one notes a fine-tuning problem as the behavior
of the Polyakov loop depends in a very sensitive and non-
linear way on the effective couplings.

This fact must be rooted in the discontinuities associated
with the first-order character of the phase transition. There
are at least three reasons in favor of this. First, the huge
sensitivity is absent in SU!2" [28] where the transition is of
second order, hence continuous. As a result IMC works
extremely well even if we include a total of 14 operators
[27]. Second, the problem becomes more pronounced if we
go to larger volumes whereupon the transition becomes
increasingly sharper. Third, the sensitivity grows with the
number of effective couplings included and hence with the
error bars in the IMC procedure.

Indeed, if we increase the number of effective couplings
and thus, inevitably, the instabilities in their IMC determi-
nation, the fine-tuning problem again becomes more severe
as observed in Fig. 6. This holds to such an extent that we
could no longer gain numerical control and hence could no
longer reproduce the Yang-Mills behavior of the Polyakov
loop in the vicinity of the critical Wilson coupling, " #
"c. We believe that an improvement on this situation will
require nontrivial modifications of the IMC procedure like
e.g. smoothening of the loop in order to avoid the unphys-
ical spikes of Fig. 6. In addition, it would be interesting to
check whether Creutz’s microcanonical demon method
[15] mentioned in the introduction yields better results.

We conclude, nevertheless, with the positive statement
that the IMC method does work for the first-order SU!3"
transition as well if we allow for only a small number of
terms in the effective Polyakov-loop actions.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATORS FOR THE !-ACTIONS

In this paper we have used up to 16 different operators
appearing in the !-action (7):

 S1 #
X

hxyi
!#10!P x"#01!P y" $ c:c:"; (A1)

 S2 #
X

hxyi
!#20!P x"#02!P y" $ c:c:"; (A2)

FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison between Yang-Mills and
effective Polyakov loops for the extended NN action (couplings
!1; . . . ;!11) and the NN$ NNN action (couplings !1; . . . ;!5,
!12; . . . ;!16) obtained from algebraic SDEs.
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NNN-terms in  basis (Backup)λ

 S3 !
X

hxyi
!11"P x#!11"P y#; (A3)

 S4 !
X

hxyi
"!10"P x#!20"P y# $ !20"P x#!10"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A4)

 S5 !
X
x

!11"P x#; (A5)

 S6 !
X

hxyi
"!30"P x#!03"P y# $ c:c:#; (A6)

 S7 !
X

hxyi
"!21"P x#!12"P y# $ c:c:#; (A7)

 S8 !
X

hxyi
"!30"P x#!11"P y# $ !11"P x#!30"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A8)

 S9 !
X

hxyi
"!21"P x#!20"P y# $ !20"P x#!21"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A9)

 S10 !
X

hxyi
"!21"P x#!01"P y# $ !01"P x#!21"P y# $ c:c:#;

(A10)

 S11 !
X
x

"!30"P x# $ c:c:#; (A11)

 S12 !
X

%xz&
"!10"P x#!01"P z# $ c:c:#; (A12)

 S13 !
X

hxyzi
"!10"P x#!01"P z# $ c:c:#!11"P y#; (A13)

 S14 !
X

hxyzi
"!10"P x#!02"P y#!10"P z# $ c:c:#; (A14)

 S15 !
X

hxyzi
"!10"P x#!10"P y#!10"P z# $ c:c:#; (A15)

 

S16 !
X

"xy;vw#
"!10"P x#!01"P y# $ c:c:#

' "!10"P v#!01"P w# $ c:c:#: (A16)

The NN and NNN relationships are denoted in terms of
brackets the meaning of which is explained in Fig. 7.
Hence, the operators S1 to S11 obviously describe (ex-
tended) NN interactions, while S12 to S16 are NNN terms.
In a strong-coupling (small-") expansion the terms
S1; . . . ; S5 and S12; . . . ; S16 would be of O""2Nt#, the terms
S6; . . . ; S11 of O""3Nt# [31].

APPENDIX B: OPERATORS FOR THE !-ACTIONS

If we extend the strong-coupling NN contributions to
O""3Nt# the effective action becomes a series of nine
terms,

 Seff !
X9

a!1

#aIa; (B1)

which is referred to as the extended NN-action (as is its
$-equivalent, see Appendix C below).

If we allow for NNN interactions (which, however, do
not extend beyond single plaquettes) up to order O""2Nt#
we end up with the effective action

 Seff !
X

a2f1;2;3;4;10;11g
#aIa: (B2)

This (and its $-equivalent, see Appendix C below) is
referred to as the NN$ NNN action.

The resulting operators are given by

 I1 !
X

hxyi
"!10"P x#!01"P y# $ c:c:#; (B3)

 I2 !
X

hxyi
"!20"P x#!02"P y# $ c:c:#; (B4)

 I3 !
X

hxyi
!11"P x#!11"P y#; (B5)

 I4 !
X

hxyi
"!10"P x#!01"P y# $ c:c:#2; (B6)

 I5 !
X

hxyi
"!30"P x#!03"P y# $ c:c:#; (B7)

FIG. 7. The neighboring relationships of the marked sites
correspond to the bracket notations %xv&, %yw&, hxyvi, hyvwi,
hvwxi, hwxyi, "xy;vw#, and "xw; yv#.
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